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BANDS AND STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF EMS EXCHANGE RATES

Roel M.W.J. Beetsma

Abstract

So far, only little effort has been paid in the exchange rate literature to
deal explicitly with the bands on the exchange ratea in the Europeen
Monetary System (EMS). In this paper we use a Monte Carlo experiment to show
that the target zone model, originally developed by Krugman [1990], can
reproduce some stylized facts of EMS exchange rates. Among these facts we
find that it is difficult to reject the unit root hypothesis. Furthermore,
compared to the corresponding dollar exchange rates, the returns on Deutsche
Mark rates vis-à-vis other currenciea in the EMS ahow more non-normality and
conditional heteroskedasticity, both of which the target zone model is able
to generate endogenously.

CentER, Tilburg University, P.O. Box 90153. 5~0 LE Tilburg, the
Netherlands.
The author Lhanks, without implicating, Frank de Jong, Theo Nijman and
Rick van der Plceg for their helpful commenta. Furthermore, he is grateful
to Martin Fase of De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. for providing the data.
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1. Introduction

In March 1979 the European Monetary System (EMS) wea founded. The most
important element in the system is the so-called Exchange Rate Mechanism, by
which the bilateral exchange rates between participants are restricted to
move within :2.25X bands around a central parity (for Italian lira these
bands were s6x until they were narrowed to 32.25X in January 1990). Whenever
an exchange rate reaches a boundary of its band, the central banks of both
countries involved are committed to intervene in the foreign exchange
markets in order to prevent the exchange rate from going outside the band.
If necessary, they can use credit facilities which are created for that
purpose. However, several times in the history of the EMS the existing bands
for the exchange ratea were unsustainable, so that their central parities
had to be changed, a so-called realignment. Since January 1987 no
realignment has occurred, except for the narrowing of the bands for the lira
in January 1990. In addition to the marginal interventions, there is a
divergence indicator, which signala the divergence of each currency from its
ECU-central rate. When an exchange rate crosses a treshold, the central bank
of that country ia expected to do what is necessary in order to reverse the
movements of the currency. However, these actions are not compulsory, so
thet in reality the divergence indicator does not play an important role.

The EMS has been studied extensively in the economic literature (e.g.
Giavazzi and Giovannini [1989]), but only little effort has been paid to
model the effects of the bands on the exchange rates explicitly. However,
recently Krugman [1990] proposed a nonlinear target zone model, in which the
exchange rate was modelled as the sum of a fundamental and its own expected
rate of change. In this framework, in which expectations are assumed to be
rational, Krugman is able to ahow that the monetary authorities can push the
exchange rate towards the centre of its target zone, by the mere, but fully
credible, ennouncement that they will defend a similar band on the
fundemental. This is the 'honeymoon effect'. Given that since January 1987
no major realignments have occurred in the EaiS and that the Krugman model
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abstracta from realignments, thia nonlinear model of bands mey gíve a
reasonable descriptíon of EMS exchange rates during recent yeara.

Indeed, we ahow in this paper, with the help of a Monte Carlo experiment,
that the model is able to mimic some stylized facts of Deutsche Mark rates
vis-à-vis other currencies in the EMS, even though sometimes heavy use was
made of capital controls (eap. by Frence and Italy), which ia theoretically
excluded by the model. One of the atylized facta is that it is difficult to
reject the unit root hypothesis for theae exchange rates. Furthermore, their
returna contain non-normality and sometimes conditional heteroskedasticity,
especially when we compare them to the exchange rates between the U.S.
dollar and currencies in the EMS. The main advantage of the target zone
model is that it is nonlinear and thus able to generate the stylized facts
of non-normality and conditional heteroskedasticity endogenously.

The fact that this model can give a reasonable deacription for EMS exchange
ratea, may have important implications. For example, Svensson [1989] shows
that the existence of a band on the exchange rate in the Krugman model
implies a aimilar band on the interest rate differential between the two
countries concerned. Furthermore, narrowing the band on the exchange rate
raises the asymptotic variability of the intereat rate differential until it
reaches a maximum after which the variability egain declines. If this is
undesirable, it implies that a gradual transition of the EMS to a European
Monetary Union, ia undesirable. Another thing to note is that, given the
behavior of the fundementals and the exchange rate regime which prevails,
one can make assesaments about the sustainability of the regime against
speculative attacks ( see Krugmen and Rotemberg [1990]). This may be
important if a breekdown of the exchange rate regime causes large political
or economic costs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
summarize some stylized facts of Deutsche Mark rates in the EMS, sampled on
a weekly frequency level since the realignment of January 198~, and we
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compare these ratea with the corresponding dollar rates. The most atriking
fact is that tests for non-normality and conditional heteroskedasticity are
more often aignificant for EMS exchange rates than for exchange rates
between the dollar end EMS currencies. In Section 3 we investigate the
theoretical implications for exchange rate behavior in the context of a
simple continuous-time monetary model with a band on the exchange rate. The
model is rewritten in the form used by Krugman [1990]. In Section 4 we
decribe the results of a Monte Carlo experiment with the model. It is ahown
that there are values of the paremetera for which the stylized facts of the
Deutache Mark ratea can be reproduced. Section 5 aummarizes end offers some
potentially useful directions for future research.

2. Stylized facts of F1MS exchange rates

In this section we summarize some stylized facts of weekly Deutsche Mark
rates in the EMS for the period since the realignment in January 198~, and
compare them with U.S. dollar rates vis-à-vis EMS currencies for the same
period. The reason for this is that we want to compare the effects of the
officially declared bands on E21S exchange rates with situations in which
these bands are absent. However, before we do this, we summarize some
empirical evidence found elsewhere in the literature on exchange rates, in
order to compare this with the stylized facts of EMS rates later on.

First, it ia difficult to reject the unit root hypothesis for dollar
exchange ratea. Using augmented Dickey-Fuller tests, Meese and Singleton
[1982] cannot reject the hypothesis for weekly observations of the Swiss
franc, the Canadian dollar and the Deutsche Mark for the period 19~6-1981.
Examples of other atudies which cannot reject the unit root hypothesis are
Baillie end Bolleralev [1989 a,b] and Baillie and McMahon [1989J. They use
augmented Dickey-Fuller tests and Phillips-Perron [1988] tests for both
daily and weekly dollar spot rates. The evidence for dollar rates suggests
Lhat it might be intereating to test the unit root hypothesis for EMS
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exchange rates as well, although if the bands on EMS rates are to be
sustainable, these ratea should be stationary. Still it might be difficult
to reject the unit root hypothesia in this situation.

Second, empirical distributions of exchange rate returns are not normal.
Exchange rates are often regarded as asset prices and it has been known
since long that returns on assets are not normally distributed (e.g.
Mandelbrot [1963]). Especially, they contain fat tails, which ímplies a
kurtosis larger than 3. One explanation for this fact is given by models
with autoregreasive conditional heteroakedasticity (ARCH) - originally due
to Engle [1982] - or one of its variations. Examples of studies, which apply
ARCH modela or generalisationa of them to exchange rates, are Hsieh [1988],
Baillie and McMahon [1989] and Baillie and Bollerslev [1989b]. Thus, the
presence of non-normality and conditional heteroskedesticity often found for
exchange rate returns or asset returna in general, makes tt worthwhile to
test whether EMS exchange rates exhibit these facts also.

The semple period runa from January 1987 to August 1990, which yields 189
Wednesday observations. During this period eight countries participated in
the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS. These countries are Germany, France,
Italy, Belgium, Luxemburg, Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands. Because
Belgium and Luxemburg maintain a fixed parity, we exclude Luxemburg from our
analysis. We use logarithms of exchange rates and changes in the logarithms
as approximations to the exchange rate returns. Exchange rates between the
Deutsche Mark and the other currencies in the EMS are plotted in the Figures
1 to 6 respectively (at the end of the paper), together with their :2.25X
bands (Italy tóz). Although the EMS has been successful in maintainíng the
same exchange rate bands during the whole period we study, the French franc,
the Belgium franc, the Danish kroner as well as the Irish pound spent some
time near their lower boundariea, so that interventions were necessary to
keep them in their bends. Recently, maintenance of the bands has been made
easier by the Basle-Nyborg agreement in September 1987, which extends the
credit facilities to the central banka. However, at the end of October 1987.
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there were large depreciations of the French franc and the lira, accompanied
by rumours that the central parities of these currencies would be changed,
which in fact did not happen. One reason that the credibility of the target
zones for the French franc end the lira came into question, might have been
the graduel abolítion of capital controls (e.g. Giavazzi and Giovannini
[1989) provide an analyaís of capital controls in the EMS). The behavior of
the Dutch guilder i a different from that of the other currencies, because it
slweys sta}rs close to its central parity with the Deutsche Mark. This
suggests that De Nederlandsche Bank has used much narrower bands in practice
then the :2.25x banda. In addition to the pictures of the EMS exchange
rates, Figure 7 ahowa the dollar-Deutache Mark rate, which fluctuates widely
ae one would expect in a free float.

Key atatistics of the Deutsche Mark and the dollar rates are summarized in
Tablea 1 and 2 reapectively (at the end of the paper). In none of the cases,
the augmented Dickey-Fuller test (critical values can be found in Fuller
[19~6]) is able to reject the null hypothesia of a unit root in the exchange
ratea, although for bilateral EMS rates the results are usually less
insignificant than for dollar rates. Note that in the presence of
conditional heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation, a Phillips-Perron test is
more appropriate to test the unit root hypothesis. However, the results for
the Box-Pierce tests show that only for the Deutsche Mark-Belgium franc rate
the null hypotheais of zero autocorrelation is rejected, and the ARCH tests
reject the hypothesis of conditional homoskedasticity in only two cases.
Thus the difficulty of rejecting the unit root hypothesis is a atylized fact
not only of dollar exchange rates, as we already have seen above, but also
of bilateral EMS exchange rates.

A comparison of the skewnesa, kurtosis and teets for non-normality reported
in Tables 1 and 2, ahowa large differencea between the returns on Fa1S rates
and the returna on dollar rates. While for the dollar rates in none of the
cases normality is rejected, we find for the FafS rates highly significant
tests for non-normality, which is mainly due to the large excess kurtosis.
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The fact that these differences are found for all EMS rates compared to the
correapondíng dollar rates, auggeats that they míght be explained by tho
preaence of the banda on the EMS exchenge rates. Differences between EMS and
dollar returna are lesa clear if we compare the tests for conditional
heteroakedasticity. Evidence for conditional heteroskedasticity is only
found for the Deutsche Mark-guilder rate end for the Deutsche ltark-Irish
pound rate.

3. A monetary model with exchange rate bands

As we saw in Section 2, stylized facts of EMS exchange rates are that unit
roots are difficult to reject and that the returns show much more non-
normality than dollar rates. In addition, for two series conditional
heteroakedasticity is found, while thia is not the case for dollar rates.
Below, Krugman's [1990] target zone model in presented. This nonlinear model
allows for bands on the exchange rate and is able to generate non-normality
and conditional heteroskedasticity endogenously, a property which disappears
if the bandwidth gces to infinity. Therefore, the model can in principle
account for the differences between EMS and dollar rates just mentioned.

We atart from a two-country monetary model in continuous time. Svensson
[1989] ahows that the crucial equation to be derived from the model,
equation (4) below, is also consistent with a monetary model of a small open
economy, which in some cases may be a more suitable description of the
relationship between two partners in the EMS. The model we use reads as
follows (we denote foreign variablea by an asterisk and omit time indices
for clarity):

m - P ~ xY - ai t E. (1)

w w r r w w
m -P s xY-oci te . (1 )
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p r e- P` ~ . (2)

N
E[de]~dt ~ i - i . (3)

Here are y, m, p, i and e resp. national income, nominal money supply, the
price level, the nominal interest rate end the nominal exchange rate (a rise

in e is a depreciation of the domestic currency), sll expressed in

logarithms, except for i, which is given as a percentage. Equation 1 is the
condition for money market equilibrium. It relates real money demand to

income, interest rates and a stochastic term E. Here a is the semi-

elasticity of money demand for the interest rate. It is assumed that labour

markets are perfectly flexible, so that employment is always at its natural

level. The natural rate is normalized to zero for convenience, so that
N

y-y -0. Equation 2 states that the real exchange rate between both countries

is constant, which corresponds to purchasing power parity. Dynamics enter
the model through equation 3, the uncovered interest parity. This is an

arbitrage condition, which requires perfect capital mobility between both
countries and perfect substitutability oF ínterest earning securities in the

two countries. Furthermore, expectations are assumed to be rational.

The model can be used to derive the exchange rate as a function of a
fundemental f and its expected rate of depreciation:

e(t) - f(t) ~ a Et[de(t)]~dt , a ~ 0,

N M

where f(t) ~ [m(t) - m (t)] - [E(t) - E (t)] ,

(4)

Et[.] - expectation conditional on the information available at t.

Equation (4) shows that a measurea the degree of forward-lookingness in the
model; the higher a, the stronger the anticipative effect of future changes
in the current exchange rate level. This is also clear if (4) is integrated
and bubbles are excluded (see Svensson [1989]):
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e(t) s Et [ ,f~ {exPC-(t-t)Ia]} f(i)~a dT ]. (5)
T-t

so that the exchange rate can be expressed as the expected present value of
ell future realisatione of the fundemental, discounted by l~a.

The fundamental consists of two parts, the difference between domestic and~
foreign money supply, m(t)-m (t), which is under control of the monetary~
authorities, end an uncontrollable part v(t) ~ E(t)-E(t). This is the
difference in cumulated money demand shocks end it is assumed to evolve as a
Brownian motion with drift u and instantaneous atandard deviation o:

dv(t) - u dt t a dz(t) . (6)

Here z is a Wiener process with E[dz]-0 and E[(dz)Z]-dt. Note that a
positive value of u means that the domestic currency is intrinsically weak
vis-À-vis the foreign currency.

The monetary authorities prevent the exchange rate from going outaide a pre-
specified band and impose a lower bound f and an upper bound F on the
movements of the fundemental. At the boundaries, the band is defended using
infinitesimally amall chenges in the nominal money supply, i.e. the
authorities aet

dm(t) - dL(t) - dU(t) ,

where

dL(t) -{ -dv(t), if f(t) - f and dv(t) ~ 0
l 0 , otherwise -

dU(t) -{ dv(t) , if f(t) - f and dv(t) ) 0
[ - 0 , otherwise

(7)
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When the exchange rate has a tendency to cross its upper bound, the domestic
monetary authorities will keep it within the band by selling infinitesimal
emounts of the foreign money and the foreign monetary authorities support
the exchange rate by buying domestic money. The opposite occurs when the
exchange rate hes a tendency to cross its lower bound.

Applying ItC's lemma (e.g. Harrison [1985]) gives, after some algebra, the
following solution of Lhe exchange rate as a function of its fundamental
(Krugman [1990], Svensson [1989]):

e(f) - f 4 a k. AlexP(alf) ~ A2exp(aZf) (8)

where al and a2 are the solutions of (0~2~2) A2. aH a- 1- 0.

It has been assumed that the announced monetary policy is fully credible.
Arbitrage with respect to this policy rule implies that e(f) should be flat
at its boundaries. These are the so-called smooth pasting conditions. Using
e'(f) - e'(f) - 0, one can derive

p2 :

exp(aZf) - exp(J~2f)

AlexP(alfta2f) - alexP(AlftaZf)

exP(alf) - exP(J~lf)

7~2exP(Alf~a2f) - A2exP(l~lf4a2f)

(9)

The band on the fundamental results in a similar and unique band on the
exchange rate itself. This allows one to calculate e and e from f and f. To
illustrate the solution two special cases are considered. The first is when
u equals zero. Then the exchange rate curve has a symmetric S-shape as
depicted in Figure 8. It shows that the band has a stabilizing effect on the
exchange rate. The S-curve is always flatter than a 45-degree line, so that
changes in the fundamental are less than fully reflected in the exchange
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rate. This atabilizing effect ia atronger the larger the deviation of the
exchange rate from its central rate end it results in e flat curve at the
boundaries. Krugman [1990] provides the intuition for this. If at some point
in time the exchange rate is precisely at its upper bound (for the exchange
rate being at the lower bound a similar reasoning will apply), then one
moment later two things can happen. Either, the exogenous part of the
fundamental is hit by a positive ahock and the authorities intervene, which
keeps the exchenge rate unchanged, or a negative shock takes the exchange
rate back into the interior of the band. If the exchange rate curve is not
horizontal, but kinked and, let's say, positively sloped for fCf, then it is
clear that the expected change in the exchange rate is strictly negative.
Therefore, in enticipation of this, apeculatora will bid the exchange rate
upwards when it is in the upper half of the band. A similar reasoning
excludes the possibility of a negatively sloped curve at f. The second case
illustrated in Figure 8 is when the lower boundary and the upper boundary on
the fundamental simultaneously go to minus infinity and plus infinity
respectively. Then the exchange rate solution reduces to the free float
solution:

e(f) - f . ay, (10)

Now, the curve of the exchange rate is a atraight 45-degree line, and
changea in the fundamental are matched by equal changes in the exchange
rate.

Using It~'s lemma, we can show how exchange rate movements relate to
movements in the fundamental, when it is in the interior of its band:

de(f) -[e'(f)N ~ e"(f) 62~2] dt t e'(f)6 dz(t)

The instantaneous standard deviation of exchange rate changes, e'(f)o,
varies with the position of the fundamental in the band. If the fundamental
is close to its boundaries, then e'(f) is much amaller than when it is near
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its central parity. In the latter case the volatility of exchange rate
returns is larger than 1n the firat case, which implies that returna are
conditionally heteroskedastic and that their unconditional distribution is
not normal. Only when the bandwidth goes to infinity, returns become
normally distributed and the conditional heteroskedasticity disappears. The
target zone model is then able to account for the stylized facts of dollar
rates vis-À-vis EMS currencies presented in Section 2.

4. Monte Carlo analysis

In Section 3 a target zone model was presented, in which monetary
authorities were able to credibly impose a band on the fundamental. Thís
implied a unique band on the exchange rate itself. F~rthermore, the model
generated conditíonal heteroakedesticity end non-normality endogenously.
Given the stylized facts for EMS exchange rates presented in Section 2, the
target zone model may give a reasonable description of the EMS rates.
We impose a band on the exchange rate which ranges from -0.0225 to 0.0225.
This corresponds to the :2.25X band on the EMS exchange rates. Given the
paremetervalues, we then calculate the band on the fundamental. In order to
simulate the target zone model, we approximate it with a model in discrete
time. The appendix contains more details on the approximation that has been
used. Simulated valuea of the exchange rate are obtained from simulated
valuea of the fundamental using (8) and (9).

The model implies that with probability zero the fundamental is exactly at f
or f. However, if the fundemental is simulated with a discretization at a
weekly level, the probability that the fundemental will be on a boundary is
non-negligible. Therefore, we have simulated the fundamental roughly at an
hourly frequency level using appropriately adjusted parameters. Each time
the fundamental crosses one of its boundaries, it is held at fixed at that
boundary, until an appropriate increment takes it again into the interior of
the band. Use of these 'in-between' simulations improves the simulation of
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the theoretical model, and the percentage of exchange rate simulations which
are exactly on the boundaries can be made arbitrarily small.

One hundred series of 189 exchange rate obaervations are simulated. For each
exchange rate value obtained the number of 'in-between' simulationa is 50.
We choose a~2 on a yearly basis, which amounts to an oc of 100 on a weekly
beais, given that there are approximately 50 weeks in a year (aee the
appendix). Intuitively, it is clear that the oc parameter must be larger when
the discretization of the continuous-time model is taken at a higher
frequency level, becauae changes, which are expected to happen not so far in
the future, exert more influence on the exchange rate now (see equation
(4)). Table 3 presents the results of the Monte Carlo aimulations for two
different (u,o)-combinations, namely (p,Q)-(-0.002,0.0~0) and
(u,Q)s(0,0.011). For each paremetervector the mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis, averaged over the one hundred series, are given.

The results agree quite well with what is found for the real data. The
percentage of rejections of the unit root hypothesis is relatively low,
deapite the fact that the target zone model implies a stationary exchange
rate. Also, there is excess kurtosis, and normality i s almost always
rejected. Only the rejection percentage of condítional homoskedasticity is
quite high for the first parameter combination.

In addition to these results, Figures 9 and 10 show two representative time
paths of series simulated for the respective parameter combination. In both
ceaes, the exchange rate st~ys for some time at the lower boundary and then
turns back into the band. This ia quite similar to what we have seen for the
EMS exchange rates, except for the guilder and the Irish pound.

Summarizing, given the presence of a narrow band on the fundamental, there
are regions ín the parameter space of Krugman's [1990] model, for which it
is able to reproduce a number of stylized facts of EMS exchange rates. The
value of the forward-lookingnesa parameter a should be high enough to result
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in a clear bending of the exchange rate curve from the 450 line. This
producea non-normality end conditional heteroskedasticity, if o is also high
enough, so that the the position of the exchange rate in the band is varied
rather quick. F~rthermore, we have ahown that the data can be consistent
with a non-zero drift in the fundamental, which models the situation in
which one currency is intrinsically weaker than the other. If the bandwidth
in the Krugman model goes to infinity, this corresponds to a situation in
which the exchange rate moves in a free float. The model is then able to
explain the atylized facts of non-normality and conditional homoskedasticity
in the dollar rates as well.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper some stylized facts of weekly bilateral EMS exchange rates for
the period January 198~ to August 199o were compared with dollar rates vis-
à-vis currencies in the EMS. While for ell exchange rate series the unit
root hypotheais is diffícult to reject, tests for non-normality and
conditional heteroskedesticity are often significant for the EMS exchange
ratea, but in none of the cases for dollar exchange rates. One explanation
for this phenomenon can be the presence of the bands on bilateral exchange
rates in the EMS. Therefore, Krugman's [1990] target zone model is used to
model the band on exchange rates. In this model, monetary authorities use
marginal interventions at the boundaries of the fundemental in order to keep
the exchange rate in its band. This policy is assumed to be fully credible.
It ia shown that by the presence of the band the model can generate
conditional heteroskedasticity and non-normality endogenously. Only in the
extreme ceae where the band is absent, the model predicts that exchange rate
returns are normally distributed and conditionally homoskedastic.

Using a Monte Carlo experiment we are able to find parametervalues, for
which the model can reproduce the stylized facts of Deutsche Mark rates vis-
fi-vis other currenciea in the EMS, even though capital controls have been
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used in the period under conaideration. Also the stylized facts of dollar
exchange rates for F?LS currenciea, which are often assumed to be freely
floating, cen be mimicked by the Krugman model if the band on the exchange
rate ia infinitely wide.

Given that the Krugman model is only the simplest target zone model,
extenaions of the model me~y be useful to describe F7YIS exchange rates more

accurately. Examplea of extensions are the models developed by Bertola and

Caballero [1990], who ellow for repeated realignments of the central parity,

and Lewis [1990], who ellows for interventions in the bend with some

probability which increases with the deviation of the fundamental from its
central rate. The empirical analysis of these models is left for future

research.

Appendix: Simulation of the continuous-time target zone model

To simulate the target zone model, we approximate it by a discrete-time
version. This meana that, given the continuous-time parameter values, we
have to choose proper values of the parametera used in the simulation
procedure.

We denote the analogues of a, u. Q in the discretized version of the
theoretical model by ad, xd and Qd respectively. The sampling interval is
divided into n parts (see Duffie and Singleton [1988]), and a process ?' of
'in-between' simulationa snd a'shadow process' ~ are defined. For each in-
between aimulation, a value of the shadow process is obtained:

~[tfk~n] a P[t~(k-1)~n] t Kd~n . E[tik~n] od~fn (k-1,..,n) , (A.1)

where the e's are independently simulated from a standardnormal
distribution. The drift paremeter and the standard deviation are adjusted
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for the number of in-between simulations, n. The in-between simulations are
given by

f , if ~ s f

ï'[t;k~n] - ~[ttk~n] , if f[ttk~n] E(f, f)
f , if f x f

(A.2)

After each run of n in-between simulations, a simulated value for the
fundamental is obtained:

f[tal] - ~[t~l]

It is easy to ahow that the unique solution of the exchange rate function,
determined by equations (8) and (9) in the text, can be written in terms of
the parametercombinations u~62 and ocu. In order to keep the exchange rate
solution invariant with repect to the frequency level at which the exchange
rate is simulated, ud,dá and ocdud should be the same irrespective of the
frequency level. The simulated value of the exchange rate at time t.l is
obtained through aubstitution of }id,oá for K~o2, ady,d for a}i, and the
simulated value f[ttl] for f, into the aolution of the exchange rate
function.

We illustrate the simulation process in more detail for the simulation at a
weekly frequency level i n Section 4 with (ad'Hd'Qd)-(100,-0.002,0.070).
Simulation of the model at a yearly frequency level, for instance, would
require the paremetervector to be adjusted to (ad'gd'~d) -(2,-0.1,0.7).
keeping the relation between the exchange rate and the fundamental invariant
with respect to the frequency level and also adjusting the drift and the
standard deviation for the change in frequency level. In Section 4 we had
fifty in-between aimulations of the fundamental for each simulated value of
the exchange rate. For each exchange rate value, we therefore used (A.1) and
(A.2) fifty times with y,d~n - -0.00004 and ad~fn - 0.0099. Then, after such
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a run the exchange rate was calculated from (8) and (9), using Hd~Qd --0.41
and ocdy,d ~ -0.2.
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Table 1: Swmgary atatistics of Deutache Aark exchange rates

DM~Ffr DM~lira DM~Bfr

parity (e) -1.210 -6.580 -3.027
ADF (e) -1.99 -2.19 -0.24
mean (oe) x10000 -0.36 -2.51 0.31
stdev (~e) x1000 2.03 3.30 1.13
skewneas (~e) -2.25 -2.11 0.32
kurtosis (~e) 17.14 12.07 5.04
JB (ne) ~168.1~1 804.12 37.71
ARCH(2) (oe) 0.49 0.21 3.08
BP(10) (ne) 13.75 7.66 19.39

DM~Dkr DM~IP DM~Dfl

parity (e) -1.339 0.985 -0.119
ADF (e) -1.60 -2.66 -2.32
mean (De) x10000 -0.53 0.34 0.05
stdev (~e) x1000 2.19 1.77 0.57
skewneas (~e) -0.70 -0.12 -0.97
kurtosis (ne) 5.55 6.59 5-83
.TB (ne) ~68.~`Z 105.62 95.70
ARCH(2) (~e) 1.40 ~ 28.22
BP(10) (ee) 4.31 9.26 7.07

Reenrka:

1. Exchengc rnlea heve Deen cnlculated trom cloeing retea of the gullder et
the Aeaterda~ toreign exchenge eerket. eatuming perfeet erDitrage. The
dete were kíndly Drovlded Dy De Nederlendeche Bnnk N.Y..

2. Exehenge rntea ere expreeaed sa the nu~ber ot Deutsche Marks needed to
buy one unit ot forelgn turrency.

3. The ee~ple Dlrlod run! fro~ Januery 10, 1987 to August 22, 1990 (189
Wedneedey obaervefione).

4. The central psrity Se detíned on the lognrith~ of the exchenge rate.
5. ADbrevietione: e ~ loglevel ot exchenge rnte. ~e ~ fíret dlfterence in

loglevel, DM ~ Deutache Mark, Pfe e Prench trnnc, Btr ~ Belglum frenc.

Dkr e Danieh kroner. IP ~ Irieh pound, Dfl : Dutch guílder, ADF -

nugmented DSckey-Puller teet lncluding e conatent, e tíme [rend and [wo

lega of the dlffereneld eerlee, aldev . atnndard devlstlon, ANCII(21 ~

ARCN teet ot order 2(under the null esyeptotScelly chí-aquere

dlstributed with 2 degrees of freedoa), JB ~ Jerque-Bere teet for

noreellty (under the null saysDtotlcelly chi-aquare wlth 2 degreea of

freedo~) and BP(10) ~ Box-Plerce teet ot order 10 (under the null

asysDtoticelly chí-squere with 30 degrees of freedom).

6. Sígnltícnnt teat stetletlca at n SI level are underlined.
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Table 2: Swnmary statfstfcs o1 doZZar ratea
E~DM S~FFr S~lira S~Bfr

ADF (e) -1.17 -0.86 -1.15 -0.90
mean (ee) x10000 9.52 9.16 7.01 9.82
stdev (ee) x100 1.44 1.36 1.32 1.42
skewnesa (ee) 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.14
kurtosis (ee) 2.99 3.11 2.99 3.08
JB (ee) 0.79 0.53 0.64 0.69
ARCH(2) (ee) 2.05 1.46 3.17 2.19
BP(10) (ee) 12.64 12.76 11.47 13.36

S~Dkr S~IP S~Dfl

ADF (e) -0.93 -0.98 -1.15
mean (ee) x10000 8.98 9.85 9.57
staev (ee) xloo 1.41 1.37 1.43
skewness (ee) 0.14 0.064 0.14
kurtosis (ee) 3.09 2.91 2.96
JB (ee) 0.72 0.16 0.62
ARCH(2) (ee) 2.21 0.64 2.38
BP(10) (ee) 12.85 13.90 12.80

Reesrke:
1. See reserke 1.3.5 end 6 TsDle 2.
2. Ezehenge retee sre ezDreeeed ae the nueDer of dollere needed to Duy one

unSt of forelgn curreney.

Table 3: Summary stattstfca and rejectfon percentagea
for stmutated exchange rate aeriea

(a.u.c) (100,-0.002,0.071) (100,0,0.011)

ADF (e) 25X 13X
mean (ee) x10000 0.01 0.04
stdev (ee) x1000 3.65 3.19skewness (ee) x100 -4.13 -1.54
kurtosis (ee) 5.05 4.32
JB (ee) 94X 64X
ARCH(2) (ee) 98X 39X
BP (ee) 17X 14X

Reearke:
1. Resulte ere Dssed on 300 ette of 189 obeervetlone. Where eppllcnDle, the

etatíe[lee ere sveregee over the correeDonding etetietice for ell tlne
eerlez eeperately.

2. See re~erk 5 tsDle 1.
3. In ell eseee s 5i elgnlfleence level le teken.
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